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Bali has enchanted visitors for centuries.  One of the most beautiful and memorable places in the East, the 

very name conveys an image of magic.  Volcanic mountains, delicately terraced rice paddies, palm groves 

and white sandy beaches.  Dance, music, sculpture, wood carving and painting depict the daily life and 

culture of the gentle Balinese people.  
 

 Spend three nights in the stunning Balinese foothills in the village of Ubud, surrounded by forests and 

paddy fields.  

 Road transfer to east Bali with sightseeing along the way. Spend one night at a beach hotel before 

embarking on our 6 night cruise aboard our chartered traditional pinisi boat (Bugi schooner) with air 

conditioned cabins, for a comfortable island hopping experience.  Follow the historic trade winds taking 

us on a journey of discovery to some of the still remote areas of the Indonesian archipelago.   

 Quaint historic harbours, superb tropical beaches and the last remaining domain of the prehistoric 

Komodo “dragon” await.   

 Snorkel over beautiful coral reefs and experience rich traditional cultures in “off the beaten track” 

villages, or simply stay on board and relax. 

 Enjoy a wonderful carefree  journey through Nature at her best, while your tour leader takes care of 

everything, including luggage control and tipping.  
 
 

Day 1 – Mon 21 June  :        ARRIVAL IN BALI - UBUD 
Dinner 
On arrival at Denpasar Airport, you will be met and transferred about 30km to the village of Ubud, set 
amongst emerald green rice paddies in the heart of an area renowned for its traditions of painting, wood 
carving, music and dance.   

Check into the 4☆WAPA DI UME RESORT & SPA, Lanai Room  where we spend three nights. 

https://www.wapadiumeubud.com/  

DRAGONS, WHALE SHARKS & CORALS 

LAND & CRUISING EAST OF BALI  

ESCORTED TOUR    21 Jun – 01 Jul 2021 
                                                                                                                                                                        As at 04 June 2020 

 
 

Culture, Adventure, Wildlife on land and sea, Water activities, Conservation 

https://www.wapadiumeubud.com/
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The rest of the day is at leisure to recover from flights and relax or begin exploring this delightful town 
which is a 15 minute walk from the hotel or you can use the hourly shuttle. 
 

This evening, we will meet in the hotel lobby for our “Getting to know you”  Welcome Dinner in true 
Balinese tradition. 
 

  
 

Photo courtesy of Wapa di Ume 

 

Day 2 – Tue 22 Jun   :        UBUD - TOURING 
Breakfast, Lunch 
After breakfast, we drive to the holy spring and sacred temple of Tampaksiring, stopping along the way at 
Tegalalang to view the beautiful rice terraces, an iconic image of Bali not to be missed.  
 

Continue to Penglipuran Village, best known for its well-preserved culture and village layout. Being 
untouched by modernization (no vehicles allowed to park inside the village!), the village atmosphere and  
immaculate gardens create an authentic experience, from the majestic and mythical culture, to the 
hospitality and courtesy of the locals. 
 

Lunch at a local restaurant. 
 

Our last stop today will be the Elephant Caves at Bedulu. The site dates back to the early 11th century 
when it was used by Buddhist monks as a monastery.  
 

Return to the hotel.  Free for dinner, available at the hotel or at one of several restaurants nearby. 
 

                                 

                          Tegalalang (Flickr, tomcensani)                                       Elephant Caves at Bedulu (Flickr, Eduard Marmet) 

 
Day 3 – Wed 23 Jun   :          UBUD – COOKING LESSON 
Breakfast 
In the morning, we head to the local market where, under the guidance of a professional local chef, we will 
handpick fresh ingredients for our cooking class in a traditional Balinese kitchen. We will learn traditional 
Balinese cooking methods before trying our hand at creating authentic local flavours from scratch.  
 

Before heading back to the hotel for an afternoon and evening at leisure, we will be able to savour the 
fruits of our cooking lesson!   
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Day 4 -  Thu 24 Jun  :        UBUD – EAST BALI  
Breakfast, Dinner 
After breakfast we transfer to a South Bali hotel and the start of the next leg of our journey to begin our 
cruise.  Experience some of the best Bali has to offer as we tour towards East Bali with its deep culture 
and glorious landscapes. We will visit a water palace and ancient villages, and see lush rice terraces and 
jungles and the island’s volcanic peaks.  
 

In the late afternoon we will arrive at our beachside resort in East Bali where there will be time to unwind, 
swim, or have a snorkelling lesson with our tour guide. In the evening we dine on some of Bali’s freshest 
and most delicious traditional dishes for dinner and drinks in the hotel’s beachside restaurant.  
 

Sleep in the shadow of Bali’s  Mt Agung, the mother mountain of all Balinese people, and a most imposing 
figure on the Balinese landscape. 
 

                        

            Tenganan Village (Flickr, Graeme Churchard)                                Tirta Ganga Palace (Flickr, Ken Marshall) 
 

 

Day 5 – Fri 25 Jun   :       EMBARKATION 
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
Awake to the often spectacular sunrise and from below the coconut palms and across the beach see our 
authentic wooden sailing ship emerge from the many small traditional ‘jukung’ fishing boats returning from 
their overnight expeditions just offshore. 
 

Our vessel and floating home for the next few days, the Katharina, will first bring us along the coast to a 
local fisheries and coral conservation project where we will learn about fish reproduction and how 
important the coral reefs are to their success.  After our visit we return to the boat for a refreshing lunch on 
the water. Wind willing, we start our sail across the famous Wallace Line, the deep-sea boundary 
separating for many years Asia's biological system from Australia's biological system and their people.  
 

At the first opportunity we will snorkel above the incredibly diverse and beautiful coral reefs located on the 
eastern side of the Wallace line. 
 
 

Day 6 – Sat 26 Jun  :  CRUISING  
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
Today we will wake up off the coast of a 
small Island under the gaze of Lombok’s 
towering Mt Rinjani, the largest volcanic 
peak in Indonesia, and spend the morning 
swimming, snorkelling and exploring. 
 

Visit a village of the famous Bajao ‘Sea 
Gypsies’ of Southeast Asia, and see how 
they live their lives so close to, on and in 
the water. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

                                                                                          Photos courtesy of Seatrek Bali 
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Day 7 – Sun 27 Jun   : CRUISING 
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
We wake up early off the northern coast of Sumbawa, where we hope to swim with a group of awe 
inspiring whale sharks.  These massive but harmless animals have long congregated here and have 
formed a mutually beneficial alliance with the local fisherman who have their fishing platforms in the 
bay.  Whale sharks are under constant threat due the the high value of their fins, but now these fisherman 
are paid a healthy fee for spotting where the whale sharks are and allowing visitors to come really up-close 
to one of the largest creatures in the ocean.  As a result the fisherman benefit from protecting these 
beautiful creatures and we contribute towards their conservation. 
 

Swim, snorkel, kayak and paddle board in the crater lake on Satonda Island, whose caldera was filled with 
water from a tsunami caused by a massive volcanic event from the nearby Tambora Volcano, which in 
1815 was the largest eruption in recorded history. 
 

Drink sunset cocktails as we float on the current while tens of thousands of giant fruit bats emerge from 
their forest lair and fly out directly over the boat on their nightly foraging missions. 
 

  
 

Photos courtesy of Seatrek Bali 
 

Day 8 – Mon 28 Jun   : CRUISING  
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
Today we will step ashore on an active, smoking volcanic island, where local villagers are in the process of 
building a 50 metre, traditional wooden pinisi boat, with the same pedigree and history as our vessel. 
Walking around this small village, we will get a feel for their simple way of life, we can chat with the locals 
and maybe buy some exquisite handmade textiles to take home. 
 

Snorkel on a colourful and vibrant coral 
reef above small geothermal fissures 
where air bubbles are released from 
the volcanic chambers below the 
seabed. 
 

 After a few hours under sail, spend a 
lazy afternoon on a deserted white 
sand beach on another volcanic island, 
this time an extinct one. Explore the 
magnificent coral gardens, hike to the 
crest of the surrounding hills for a view 
of the surrounding islands. Swim, 
paddle, kayak and laze away the day 
before enjoying sunset cocktails on the 
sand. 
                         

                        
                               Photo courtesy of Seatrek Bali

 

 

Day 9 -  Tue 29 Jun   : CRUISING  
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
This morning we wake up in the most northerly part of Komodo National Park and enjoy a morning of sea-
based activities including a fantastic drift snorkel over the reef and kayaking. 
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Swim with majestic manta rays as they feed on the current and circle the so-called cleaning stations, 
where small fish remove parasites from their skin. Hover above these giant and noble creatures for as long 
as you like. 
 

Spend the late afternoon on an isolated sandbar, where we will enjoy snorkeling, swimming and relaxing 
with cool drinks on the sand. 
 

         
Photo courtesy of Seatrek Bali 

 
Day 10 – Wed 30 Jun   : CRUISING  
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
Today will be a highlight as we visit Rinca Island and go on a morning  trek in search of the ancient 
Komodo dragon, the world’s largest lizard. We should also see monkeys, deer, pigs, buffalo and myriads 
of  birds as we walk through the forests and savannas of this large island. 
 

Snorkel at a nearby island, a favourite hangout of sea turtles, where we will have a chance to glide with 
these gentle creatures as they cruise above the technicolour reef below. 
 

Enjoy Indonesian hospitality as our crew put together a beach barbeque just for us on a deserted island. 
On offer will be plenty of good food, music, cocktails, dancing and frivolity as we dance and sing the night 
away next to a bonfire under a clear tropical night sky. This end-of-cruise celebration under the stars is a 
quintessential Bali experience. 
 
 
 

   
 

Photos courtesy of Seatrek Bali 
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Day 11 – Thu 01 Jul   : CRUISE  ENDS 
Breakfast, Lunch 
We cruise into harbour as we enjoy our last breakfast together, before taking a short drive to a traditional 
local village. Here we will enjoy their hospitality with coffee, betel nut and a highly potent local ‘arak’  (not 
for the faint hearted!), before being treated to a selection of traditional dances performed by both men and 
women. 
 

We return to the boat to enjoy a leisurely lunch and say our good byes before our afternoon transfer to the 
airport for our flight back to the Island of Bali and connection with international flights home.  
 

 (Option to overnight in Denpasar if required to tie in with flights the following day. 
Accommodation and private transfer rate will be provided when available.) 
 

TOUR PRICE  PER CABIN (1 or  2 occupants)                   USD   TBA         

 This includes land sector and charter cruise) 
(Confirmed price is not available as at April 2020, but will be updated when the travel industry returns to 

normal after the Corona virus pandemic)            

Flight  back to Denpasar after the cruise,  including departure taxes        USD TBA 

Once available, this price will be subject to change until tickets are issued. 
 

THIS TOUR IS OPEN FOR BOOKINGS, SUBJECT TO THE FINAL RATE. PUT YOUR NAME DOWN 
TODAY TO  AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT. DEPOSITS WILL BECOME DUE AFTER SEPTEMBER 2020 

OR ONCE INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS TO BALI CAN BE CONFIRMED. 
 

 
INCLUDED 

 3 nights accommodation in Ubud, Bali 

 1 night accommodation in East Bali 

 6 nights accommodation aboard our traditional Bugi schooner  

 Use of snorkeling equipment and sea canoes during cruise 

 Sightseeing, excursions and entrances as per itinerary 

 Full Breakfast daily, 8 x Lunches and 8 x Dinners as per itinerary 

 Transfers as per itinerary 

 Domestic flight back to Bali (quoted separately) 

 Departure Taxes, currently USD20 

 Services of English speaking guide when touring in Bali  

 Services of English speaking Cruise director aboard the vessel 

 Services of  Custom Touring tour leader throughout the tour 

 Service charges and taxes 

 Gratuities for land sector guides/drivers and crew aboard the vessel 

 
EXCLUDED 

 International flights 

 Meals not specified in itinerary 

 Visa costs  (currently USD25 per person, obtainable on arrival in Bali) 

 Travel insurance 

 Personal expenses such as telephone calls, laundry and drinks 

 

 
 

 


